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Abstract — Software development is a social activity. Teams of developers join together to coordinate their efforts to produce software systems. This effort encompasses the development of a shared understanding surrounding multiple artifacts throughout the process. Frameworks are a powerful technique for large-scale reuse, but their complexity often makes them hard to understand and learn how to use. Developers resort to their colleagues for help and insight, at the expense of time and intrusion, as documentation is often outdated and incomplete. This paper presents a study on the state-of-the-art on program comprehension, framework understanding and collaborative software environments, proposing a set of requirements for developing tools to improve the understanding of frameworks in a collaborative way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As software systems evolve in size and complexity, frameworks are becoming increasingly more important in many kinds of applications, in different technologies (object-orientation and recently aspect-orientation too), in new domains, and in different contexts: industry, academia, and single organizations.

Frameworks are a powerful technique for large-scale reuse that helps developers to improve quality and to reduce costs and time-to-market. However, before being able to reuse a framework effectively, developers have to invest considerable effort on understanding it. Especially for first time users, frameworks can become difficult to learn, mainly because its design is often very complex and hard to communicate, due to its abstractness, incompleteness, superfluous flexibility, and obscurity.

Understanding a piece of software is an important activity of software development, with a big social emphasis. Advances in global software development are leading to teams continuously becoming more and more distributed. A software development project requires people to collaborate. Trends toward distributed development, extensible IDEs, and social software influence makers of development tools to consider how to better assist the social aspects of development.

Learning how to use a framework deals with understanding its components, from its purpose and high-level architecture to its source code. Understanding framework means understanding software. The program comprehension community addresses this, in a broad sense. The social aspects of software development encompass the concerns of the collaborative software development research areas.

This paper outlines a set of requirements that should be tackled in order to develop tools to improve framework understanding using a collaborative approach.

Sections II to IV present a state-of-the art survey on the main domain areas dealt by this paper, namely Program Comprehension, Framework Understanding and Collaborative Software Development Environments. Section V points out open issues in those domains, converging to the key research questions in section VI. Section VII presents the solution approach and lists the set of requirements proposed by the authors. The paper concludes in section VIII.

These findings are part of an on-going research work [1].

II. PROGRAM COMPREHENSION

Program comprehension research can be characterized by both the theories that provide rich explanations about how programmers comprehend software as well as the tools that are used to assist in comprehension tasks.

Since the time of the first software engineering workshop [99], challenges in understanding programs became too familiar. As such, the field of program comprehension as a research discipline has evolved considerably. The main goal of the community is to build an understanding of these challenges, with the ultimate objective of developing more effective tools and methods that supports them [129].

This research has been rich and diversified, with various shifts in paradigms and research cultures during the last decades.
A multitude of differences in program characteristics, programmer ability and software tasks have led to many diverse theories, research methods and tools. Consequently, there is a wide variety of theories that provide rich explanations of how programmers understand programs and can provide advice on how program comprehension tools and methods may be improved.

In this section, an overview of existing comprehension theories, models and methods is presented, as an attempt to create a landscape of program comprehension research and possibly trends for future work directions. An overall depiction of the main topics can be seen in Figure 1.

**A. Cognitive theories and models**

At first, experiments were done without theoretical frameworks to guide the evaluations, and thus it was neither possible to understand nor to explain to others why one approach might be superior to other approaches [32]. As a lack of theories was being recognized as problematic, methods and theories were borrowed from other areas of research, such as text comprehension, problem solving and education. These theoretical underpinnings led to the development of cognitive theories about how programmers understand programs and ways of building supporting tools. These theories brought rich explanations of behaviors that would lead to more efficient processes and methods as well as improved education procedures [64].

**1) Concepts**

A **mental model** describes a developer’s mental representation of the program to be understood whereas a **cognitive model** describes the cognitive processes and temporary information structures in the programmer’s head that are used to form the mental model. **Cognitive support** assists cognitive tasks such as thinking or reasoning [145].

**Programming plans** are generic fragments of code that represent typical scenarios in programming. For example, a sorting program will contain a loop, which compares two numbers in each iteration, or visiting a structure will have a loop going through all its elements [128].

**Beacons** are recognizable, familiar features in the code that act as cues to the presence of certain structures [21].

**Rules of programming** discourse capture the conventions of programming, such as coding standards and algorithm implementations [128].

Then there are strategies and behaviors. Behaviors are ways of changing from one strategy to another.

**2) Top-down comprehension strategy**

Two main theories emerged that support a top-down comprehension strategy. Brooks [21] suggested that programmers understand a completed program in a top-down way where the comprehension process relies on reconstructing knowledge about the application domain and mapping that to the source code. The process starts with a hypothesis about the general nature of the program. This initial hypothesis is then refined in a hierarchical fashion by forming secondary hypothesis. These are then refined and evaluated in a depth-first manner, whose verification (or rejection) depends heavily on the absence or presence of beacons.

Soloway and Ehrlich [128] observed that top-down understanding is used when the code or type of code is familiar. They observed that expert programmers use beacons, programming plans and rules of programming discourse to decompose goals and plans into lower-level plans. They noted that delocalized plans complicate program comprehension.

**3) Bottom-up comprehension strategy**

The bottom-up theory of program comprehension proposed by Shneiderman and Mayer [119] assumes that programmers first read code statements and then mentally chunk or group these statements into higher levels abstractions. These abstractions (chunks) are aggregated further until a high-level understanding of the program is attained. The authors differentiate between syntactic and semantic knowledge of programs: syntactic knowledge is language dependent and concerns the statements and basic units in a program; semantic knowledge is language independent and is built in progressive layers until a mental model is formed, which describes the application domain.

Similarly, Pennington [102] also observed programmers using a bottom-up strategy initially gathering statement and control-flow information. These micro-structures (statements, control constructs and relationships) were chunked and cross-referenced by macro-structures (text structure abstractions) to form a program model. A subsequent situation model was formed, also bottom-up, using application-domain knowledge to produce a hierarchy of data-flow and functional abstractions (the program goal hierarchy).

**4) Knowledge-based strategies**

Littman et al [84] observed that programmers use either a systematic approach, reading the code in detail and tracing through control and data-flow, or they use an “as-needed approach, focusing only on the code related to the task at hand. Subjects using a systematic strategy acquired both static knowledge (information about the structure of the program) and causal knowledge (interactions between components in the program when it is executed). This enabled them to form a mental model of the program, however, those using the as-needed approach only acquired
static knowledge resulting in a weaker mental model of how the program worked. More errors occurred since the programmers failed to recognize casual interactions between components in the program.

Soloway et al. [127] combined these two theories as macro-strategies aimed at understanding the software at a more global level. In the systematic macro-strategy, the programmer traces the flow of the whole program and performs simulations as all of the code and documentation is read. However, this strategy is less feasible for large programs. In the more commonly used as-needed macro-strategy, the programmer looks at only what they think is relevant. However, more mistakes could occur since important interactions might be overlooked.

5) Integrated strategies

Von Mayrhauser and Vans [88] combined the top-down, bottom-up, and knowledge-based approaches into a single metamodel. In their experiments, they observed that some programmers frequently switched between all three strategies. They formulated an integrated metamodel where understanding is built concurrently at several levels of abstractions by freely switching between the three types of comprehension strategies.

The model consists of four major components. The first three components describe the comprehension processes used to create mental representations at various levels of abstraction and the fourth component describes the knowledge base needed to perform a comprehension process:

- The top-down (domain) model is usually invoked and developed using an as-needed strategy, when the programming language or code is familiar. It incorporates domain knowledge as a starting point for formulating hypotheses.
- The program model may be invoked when the code and application is completely unfamiliar. The program model is a control-flow abstraction.
- The situation model describes data-flow and functional abstraction in the program. It may be developed after partial program model is formed using systematic or opportunistic strategies.
- The knowledge base consists of information needed to build these three cognitive models. It represents the programmer’s current knowledge and is used to store new and inferred knowledge.

6) Factors affecting comprehension strategies

The general opinion most researchers realize is that certain factors will influence the comprehension strategy adopted by a programmer [130] [140]. These factors also explain the apparently wide variation in the comprehension strategies discussed above. The variations are primarily due to:

- Differences among programs,
- Aspects of the task at hand, and
- Varied characteristics of programmers.

To evaluate how programmers understand programs, these factors must be considered [130]. These are further explored in section 2.1.1.

With experience, programmers “know” which strategy is the most effective for the given program and task. A change of strategy may be needed because of some anomaly of the program or the requested task. Program understanding tools should enhance or ease the programmer’s preferred strategies, rather impose a fixed strategy may not always be suitable.

B. Program and programmers trends

Both program and programmer influence a comprehension strategy choice by their inherent and varied characteristics. Additionally, this choice also depends of the task at hand. This section debates these issues giving an insight on the subject, available studies and trends for future research.

1) Program characteristics

Programs that are carefully designed and well documented will be easier to understand change or reuse in the future. Pennington’s experiments showed that the choice of language as an effect on comprehension processes [102][104]. For instance, COBOL programmers consistently fared better at answering question related to data-flow than FORTRAN programmers, while these would fare better at control-flow questions than their counterparts.

Object-oriented (OO) programs are often seen as a more natural fit to problems in real world because of “is-a” and “is-part-of” relationships in a class hierarchy and structure, but others argue that objects do not always map easily to real world problems [32]. In OO programs, abstractions are achieved through encapsulation and polymorphism. Message passing is used for communication between class methods and hence programming plans are dispersed (i.e., scattered) throughout classes.

2) Program trends

As new techniques and programming paradigms emerge and evolve, the comprehension process must shift to embrace these changes. New characteristics on both program and programming approaches seem to produce new trends for comprehension research. A few follow [129]:

a) Distributed applications.

Along with web-based applications, both are becoming more prevalent with technologies such as .NET, J2EE and web services. One programming challenge that is occurring now and is likely to increase is the combination of different paradigms in distributed applications, e.g., a client side script sends XML to a server application (which currently evolved to the AJAX [51] technology).

b) Higher levels of abstraction.

Visual composition languages for business applications are also on the increase. As the level of abstraction increases, comprehension challenges are shifting from code understanding to more abstract concepts.

c) Aspect-oriented programming.

The introduction of aspects [76] as a construct to manage scattered concerns (delocalized plans) in a program has created new excitement in the software engineering community. Aspects have been shown to be effective for managing many programming concerns, such as logging and security. However, it is not clear how aspects written by
others will improve program understanding, especially in the long term. More empirical work is needed to validate the assumed benefits of aspects.

d) Improved software engineering practices.

The more informed processes that are used for developing software today will hopefully lead to software that is easier to comprehend in the future. Component-based software systems are currently being designed using familiar design patterns [49][25] and other conventions. Future software may have traceability links to requirements and improved documentation such as formal program specifications. Also, future software may have autonomic properties, where the software self-heals and adapts as its environment changes – thus in some cases reducing time spent on maintenance.

e) Diverse sources of information.

The program comprehension community, until quite recently, mostly focused on how static and dynamic analyses of source code, in conjunction with documentation, could facilitate program comprehension. Modern software integrated development environments, such as the Eclipse Java development environment [36], NetBeans or Visual Studio [93], also manage other kinds of information such as bug tracking, test cases and version control. This information, combined with human activity information such as emails and instant messages, will be more readily available to support analysis in program comprehension. Domain information should also be more accessible due to model driven development and the semantic web.

3) Programmer individual characteristics

There are many individual characteristics that will impact how a programmer tackles a comprehension task. These differences also impact the requirements for a supporting tool. There is a huge disparity in programmer ability and creativity, which cannot be measured simply by their experience.

In her work [143], Vessey presents an exploratory study to investigate expert and novice’s debugging processes. She classified programmers as expert or novice based on their ability to chunk effectively. She notes that experts used breadth-first approaches and at the same time were able to adopt a system view of the problem area, whereas novices used breadth-first and depth-first approaches but were unable to think in system terms.

Détienne [32] also notes that experts make more use of external devices as memory aids. Experts tend to reason about programs according to both functional and object-oriented relationships and consider the algorithm, whereas novices tend to focus on objects.

4) Programmer trends

As with everything else, programmers also adapt and evolve, trying to accompany the paradigm shifts and new trends in their development environment. Relevant issues are [129]:

a) Program comprehension everywhere.

The need to use computers and software intersects every walk of life. Programming, and hence program comprehension, is no longer a niche activity. Scientists and knowledge workers in many walks of life have to use and customize software to help them do science or other work. Scientists from diverse fields, such as forestry, astronomy or medical science, are using and developing sophisticated software without a formal education in computer science. Consequently, there is a need for techniques to assist in non-expert and end-user program comprehension. Fortunately, there is much work on this area (especially at conferences such as Visual Languages and the PPIG group, where they investigate how comprehension can be improved through tool support for spreadsheet and other end user applications.

b) Sophisticated users.

Currently, advanced visual interfaces are not often used in development environments. A large concern by many tool designers is that these advanced visual interfaces require complex user interactions. However, tomorrow’s programmers will be more familiar with game software and other media that displays information rapidly and requires sophisticated user controls. Consequently, the next generation of users will have more skill at interpreting information presented visually and at manipulating and learning how to use complex controls.

c) Globally distributed teams.

Advances in communication technologies have enabled globally distributed collaborations in software development. Distributed open source development is having an impact on industry. Some notable examples are Linux and Eclipse. Some research has been conducted studying collaborative processes in open-source projects [94] [58] [52], but more research is needed to study how distributed collaborations impact comprehension.

C. Tools for Program Comprehension

Understanding a software program is often a difficult process because of missing, inconsistent, or even too much information. The source code often becomes the sole arbiter of how the system works. The field of program comprehension research has resulted in many diverse tools to assist in program comprehension. When developing such tools, experts bring knowledge from other fields of research as Software Visualization and Reverse Engineering as means to answer the researched requirements. This section provides insight over the studies made to improve tool development to assist on program comprehension.

1) Tool requirements studies

Which features should an ideal tool have to efficiently support program comprehension? Needless to say that these tools will only play a supporting role to other software engineer tasks, such as design, development, maintenance, and (re) documentation.

There are mainly two ways of conducting studies to discover effective features to support program comprehension: an empirical approach by observing programmers trying to understand programs and an approach based on personal experience and intuition. Given the variability in comprehension settings, both approaches contribute to answering this complex question.
As such, several studies already conducted by several authors revealed a number of tool requirements, as follows. Biggerstaff [15] notes that one of the main difficulties in understanding comes from mapping what is in the code to the software requirements – he terms this the concept assignment problem. Although automated techniques can help locate programming concepts and features, it is challenging to automatically detect human oriented concepts. The user may need to indicate a starting point and then use slicing techniques to find a related code. It may also be possible for an intelligent agent (that has domain knowledge) to scan the code and search for candidate start points. From his research prototypes he found that queries, graphical views and hypertext were important tool features.

Von Mayrhauser and Vans [89], from their research on the Integrated Metamodel, make an explicit recommendation for tool support for reverse engineering. They determined basic information needs according to cognitive tasks and suggested the following tool capabilities to meet those needs:

- Top-down model: online documents with keyword search across documents; pruning of call tree based on specific categories; smart differencing features; history of browsed locations; and entity fan-in.
- Situation model: provide a complete list of domain sources including non-code related sources; and visual representation of major domain function.
- Program model: Pop-up declarations; online cross-reference reports and function count.

Singer and Lethbridge [123] also observed the work practices of software engineers. They explored the activities of a single engineer, a group of engineers, and considered company-wide tool usage statistics. Their study led to the requirements for a tool that was implemented and successfully adopted by the company. Specifically they suggested tool features to support “just-in-time comprehension of source-code”. They noted that engineers after working on a specific part of the program quickly forget details when they move to a new location. This forces them to rediscover information at a later time. They suggest that tools need the following features to support rediscovery:

- Search capabilities so that the user can search for code artifacts by name or by pattern matching.
- Capabilities to display all relevant attributes of the items retrieved as well as relationships among items.
- Features to keep track of searches and problem-solving sessions, to support the navigation of a persistent history.

Erdős and Sneed [41] designed a tool to support maintenance following many years of experience in the maintenance and reengineering industry. They proposed that the following seven questions needed to be answered for a programmer to maintain a program that is only partially understood:

- Where is a particular subroutine/procedure invoked?
- What are the arguments and results of a function?
- How does control flow reach a particular location?
- Where is a particular variable set, used or queried?
- Where is a particular variable declared?
- Where is a particular data object accessed?
- What are the inputs and outputs of a module?

Other attempts to capture tool requirements were made that involved observation of programmers performing different tasks.

Murray and Lethbridge [98] observed software professionals using a mixed approach combining elements from specific methods used in software engineering empirical research and a sociological qualitative research called “ground theory”. From this approach, they were able to develop the basis for a theory of the ways people think when explaining and comprehending software, which they called “cognitive patterns”. These patterns can then be applied to further empirical observatory studies as a roadmap to capture programmer behaviour.

Zayour [150] proposes a methodology for assessing cognitive requirements and adoption success for reverse engineering tools, from which he concludes five main rules of thumb: (1) A clear and realistic definition of the problem space to be targeted is a must; (2) direct observation of the targeted user is required to form a realistic perception of users problems and tasks; (3) Tool designers should document their perception of the user’s problems and tasks; (4) When determining the success of a tool, cognitive load is a more important indicator to measure than elapsed time (because it affects adoptability more) and (5) design should be aimed at satisfying cognitive requirements and thus should be guided by cognitive principles.

Work by other authors included recall tests to evaluate the ability to answer questions regarding a piece of code programmers studied for a limited period of time [102]. Subjective ratings [120] have been used recently to measure different levels of comprehension. Additionally, other studies may ask subjects to label or group different code members based on the similarity of their functionalities [113]. Soloway and Erlich [128] asked programmers to fill blank lines and complete unfinished programs on paper in an unfamiliar source code without providing specifications about the program’s use or functionality. Similarly, Bertholf et al. [14] asked novice developers to complete incomplete literal programs on paper. Additional techniques to measure program comprehension involved completing incomplete call graphs, modifying existing code, report a bug, or separate source code from two different algorithms [121].

From this research and derived from cognitive theories, Storey [129] extracts and synthesizes several tool requirements:

a) Browsing support.

The top-down process requires browsing from high-level abstractions or concepts to lower-level details, taking advantage of beacons in the code; bottom-up comprehension requires following control-flow and data-flow links, both novices and experts can benefit from tools that support breadth-first and depth-first browsing; and the Integrated Metamodel suggests that switching between top-down and bottom-up browsing should be supported. Flexible browsing support also will help to offset the challenges from delocalized plans.

b) Searching.
Tool support is needed when looking for code snippets by analogy and for iterative searching. Also inquiry episodes should be supported by allowing the programmer to query on the role of a variable, function, etc.

c) Multiple views.

Programming environments should provide different ways of visualizing programs. One view could show the message call graph providing insight into the programming plans, while another view could show a representation of the classes and relationship between the to show an object-centric or data-centric view of the program. These orthogonal views, if easily accessible, can facilitate comprehension, especially when combined.

d) Context-drive views.

The size of the program and another program metrics will influence which view is the preferred one to show a programmer browsing the code for the first time. For example, in an object-oriented program, it is usually preferable to show the inheritance hierarchy as the initial view. However, if the inheritance hierarchy is flat, it may be more appropriate to show a call graph as the default view.

e) Additional cognitive support.

Experts need external devices and scratchpads to support their cognitive tasks, whereas novices need pedagogical support to help them access information about the programming language and the corresponding domain.

2) Tool development

Programming comprehension tools can be roughly grouped into three categories [139]:

- Extraction tools include parsers and data gathering tools.
- Analysis tools do static and dynamic analysis to support activities such as clustering, concept assignment, feature identification, transformations, domain analysis, slicing and metrics calculation.
- Presentation tools include code editors, browsers, hypertext and visualizations. They are strongly linked to research in software visualization.

Integrated software development and reverse engineering environments will usually have some features form each category. The set of features they support is usually determined by the purpose for the resulting tool or by the focus of the research. As such, two majors areas that relate to this issue are Software Visualization and Reverse Engineering.

a) Software Visualization

Software visualization tools and browsing tools provide information that is useful for program understanding.

These tools use graphical and textual representations for the navigation, analysis and presentation of software information to increase understanding. Mixed results have been reported through the literature on the role of text and graphics for program comprehension. While Green and Petre [53] observed that text was faster than graphics for experimental program comprehension tasks, Scanlan [117] reported an improvement using graphical visualizations when comparing textual algorithms and structured flowcharts. Petre [104] attributes the difficulty in understanding program visualizations to the fact that graphical representations have fewer navigational cues, namely secondary notations, when compared to program text: source code implies a serial inspection strategy. Moreover, she observed that experienced readers tend to use parallel textual and graphical information whenever available to assist their comprehension process: they use text as a main source to guide their understanding of graphical representation.

Several software visualization tools show animations to teach widely used algorithms and data structures [22] [125] [131]. Another class of tools shows dynamic execution of programs for debugging, profiling and for understanding run-time behavior [68] [115]. Other software visualization tools mainly focus on showing textual representations, some of which may be pretty printed to increase understanding [9] [63] or use hypertext in an effort to improve the navigability of the software [104]. Typography plays a significant role in the usefulness of these textual visualizations.

Many tools present relevant information in the form of a graph where nodes represent software objects and arcs show the relations between the objects. This method is used by PECAN [102], Rigi [96], VIFOR [107], Whorf [19], CARE [83], Hy+ [91] and Imagix 4D [67]. Other tools use additional pretty printing techniques or other diagrams to show structures or information about the software. For example, the GRASP tool uses a control structure diagram to display control constructs, control paths and the overall structure of programming units [130].

b) Reverse Engineering

Reverse Engineering concerns how to extract relevant knowledge from source code and present it in a way that facilitates comprehension. Several studies conducted in the past have proposed solutions on how to overcome caveats in the program comprehension process. Maryhauser and Vans [89], Singer and Lethbridge [123] and Zayour [150] have given their insight on how to address tool development for reverse engineering of useful information to assist on program understanding (seen on section 2.1). K.Wong also discusses reverse engineering tool features [149]. He specifically mentions the benefits of using a “notebook” to support ongoing comprehension.

Usually, the reverse engineering tools and techniques associated to program comprehension are bundled into broader development environments where other types of tools also co-exist.

It is possible to examine each of these environments and to recover the motivation for the features they provide by tracing back to the cognitive theories. For example, the Rigi system [96] has support for multiple views, cross-referencing and queries to support bottom-up comprehension. The Reflection tool [97] has support for the top-down approach through hypothesis generation and verification. The Bauhaus tool [38] has features to support clustering (identification of components) and concept analysis. The SHriMP tool [132] provides navigation support for the Integrated Metamodel, i.e, frequent switching between strategies. And the
Codecrawler tool [79] uses visualization of metrics to support understanding of an unfamiliar system and to identify bottlenecks and other architectural features.

All these tools combine reverse engineering tasks with software visualization techniques to improve program comprehension on different levels of abstraction, gathering information recovered or simply mined together into user-friendly viewed chunks of valuable data for the programmer.

3) Tool trends

The forthcoming breakthroughs in tool technology seem promising as research and evaluation methods and theories become more relevant to end-users doing programming-like tasks. Therefore, directions in tool evolution appear to follow several guidelines presented next [129].

a) Faster tool innovations.

The use of frameworks as an underlying technology for software tools is leading to faster tool innovations, as less time needs to be spent reinventing the wheel. A prime example of how frameworks can improve tool development is the Eclipse platform [36]. Eclipse was specifically designed with the goal of creating reusable components, which would be shared across different tools. The research community benefits from this approach in several ways. Firstly, they are able to spend more time writing new and innovative features as they can reuse the core underlying features offered by Eclipse and its plug-ins; and secondly, researchers can evaluate their prototypes in more ecologically valid ways as they can compare their new features against existing industrial tools.

b) Mix ‘n match tools.

Given a suite of tools that all plug in to the same framework, together with a standard exchange format (such as GXL), researchers will be able to more easily try different combinations of tools to meet their research needs. This should result in increased collaborations and more relevant research results. Such integrations will also lead to improved accessibility to repositories of information related to the software including code, documentation, analysis results, domain information and human activity information. Integrated tools will also lead to fewer disruptions for programmers.

c) Recommenders and search.

Software engineering tools, especially those developed in research, are increasingly leveraging advances in intelligent user interfaces (e.g., tools with some domain or user knowledge). Recommender systems are being proposed to guide navigation in software spaces. Examples of such systems include Mylar [74] and NavTracks [124]. Mylar, (now called MyLyn) uses a degree of interest model to filter non-relevant files from the file explorer and other views in Eclipse. NavTracks provides recommendations of which files are related to the currently selected files. Deline et al. also discuss a system to improve navigation [31]. The FEAT tool suggests using concern graphs (explicitly created by the programmer) to improve navigation efficiency and enhance comprehension [114]. Search technologies, such as Google, show much promise at improving search for relevant components, code snippets and related code. The Hipikat tool [30] recommends relevant software artifacts based on the developer’s current project context and development history. The Prospector system recommends relevant code snippets [86]. It combines a search engine with the content assist in Eclipse to help programmers use complex APIs. Although new, this work shows much promise and it is expected to improve navigation in large systems while reducing the barriers to reuse components from large libraries.

d) Adaptive interfaces.

Software tools typically have many features, which may be overwhelming not only for novice users, but also for expert users. This information overload could be reduced through the use of adaptive interfaces. The idea is that the user interface can be tailored automatically, i.e., will self-adapt, to suit different kind of users and tasks. Adaptive interfaces are now common in Windows applications such as Word. Eclipse has several novice views (such as Gild [132] and Penumbra) and Visual Studio has the Express configuration for new users. However, neither of these mainstream tools currently have the ability to adapt nor even to be easily manually adapted to the continuum of novice to expert users.

e) Visualizations.

These have been subject of much research over the past ten to twenty years. Many visualizations, and in particular graph-based visualizations, have been proposed to support comprehensions tasks, some of them already referred in section 2.2.2. Other examples include Seesoft [11], Bloom [111], Landscape views [103], and sv3D [87]. Graph visualization is used in many advanced commercial tools such as Klocwork, Imagix4D and Together. UML Diagrams are also commonplace in mainstream development tools. One challenge with visualizing software is scale and knowing at what level of abstraction details should be shown, as well as selecting which view to show. More details about the user’s task combined with metrics describing the program’s characteristics (such as inheritance depth) will improve how visualizations are currently presented to the user. A recommender system could suggest relevant views as a starting point. Bull proposes the notion of model-driven visualization [24]. He suggests creating a tool for tool designers and expert users that recommends useful views based on characteristics of the model and the data.

f) Collaborative support.

As software teams increase in size and become more distributed, collaborative tools to support distributed software development activities are more crucial. In research, there are several collaborative software engineering tools being developed such as Jazz and Augur [66] [47]. There are also some collaborative software engineering tools deployed in industry, such as CollabNet, but they tend to have simple tool features to support communication and collaboration, such as version control, email and instant messaging. Current industrial tools lack more advanced collaborative features such as shared editors, and research falls short on providing empirical work to improve these.
tools. Another area for research that may prove useful is the use of large screen displays to support co-located comprehension. O’Reilly et al. [101] propose a war room command console to share visualizations for team coordination. There are other research ideas in the CSCW (computer supported collaborative work) field that could be applied to program comprehension.

**g) Domain and pedagogical support.**

The need to support domain experts that lack formal computer science training will necessarily result in more domain-specific languages and tools. Non-experts will also need more cognitive scaffolding to help them learn new tools, languages and domains more rapidly. Pedagogical support, such as providing examples by analogy, will likely be an integral part of the future software tools. The work discussed above on recommending code examples is also suggested at helping novices and software immigrants (i.e., programmers to a new project). Results from the empirical work also suggest that there is a need for tools to help programmers learn a new language. Technologies such as TXL [29] can play a role in helping a user see examples of how code constructs in one language would appear in a new language.

## III. Framework Understanding

Program comprehension covers a wide range of sub-areas when it comes to comprehend programs. When we say programs, we mean software artefacts: constructs built upon source-code. A framework can be considered one of such artefacts and, due to its importance and growing adherence by the software community, spawned and research area of its own. Framework understanding deals with understanding and learning about a framework for usage, implementation, and evolution.

Object-oriented frameworks are a powerful form of reuse but they can be difficult to understand and reuse correctly. They are promoted as having the potential to provide the benefits of large-scale reuse [49] [25] [43]. While practical evidence does suggest that framework usage can increase reusability and decrease development effort [95], experience has identified a number of issues that complicate framework application and limit potential benefits [18]. One of the major challenges is effective framework understanding – a specialized kind of program comprehension.

Over the past decade a large range of candidate documentation techniques has been proposed to support framework understanding, including design patterns [29], pattern languages [70], example-based learning [118], cookbooks [78], hooks [48] and exemplars [50].

However, the lack of investigation of these techniques and their impact in framework understanding, together with the lack of insight into problems that limit the comprehension and reuse of software frameworks, spurred a few studies, which identified some concerns and bases for future research in the field. The next section will briefly address some of these studies, and, afterwards, a brief review of some existing tools and approaches to aid in framework understanding and reuse. An overall depiction of the main ideas behind framework understanding is shown in Figure 2.

### A. Reuse and comprehension issues

There is a considerable quantity of literature into framework domain, but little of it deals with the identification of reuse problems or evaluation of strategies to support the framework developer as a whole. There are tools that address topics under the realm of framework building, design recovery and documentation, but none clearly emphasizes or studies the overall symptoms behind ineffective framework reuse, and thus hindering a framework’s main goal.

Fayad and Schmidt [43] claimed that different alternatives could improve framework understandability:

- Refining the framework’s internal design.
- Using methods that can ensure a successful development and usage of frameworks.
- Adhering to standards for framework development, adaptation, and integration.
- Producing comprehensible framework documentation.

These guidelines are mainly preventive and don’t focus on the issue of reusability, being general advices. Nevertheless, they can be relevant as rules of thumb for framework development and maintenance.

Butler, Keller and Milli [26] describe a taxonomy of framework documentation primitives that appear to address reusability issues. They describe six primitives, which emphasize the need for information about class interfaces and communication protocols between classes.

Johnson [70] identifies three important areas for framework documentation to address – purpose, how to use and design. He argues that the purpose of the framework and its constituent parts should be communicated so that developers may select the correct parts for a task. While knowledge of how those parts are expected to operate allows them to be employed correctly and a description of the underlying design provides developers with an understanding of how to adapt and extend the framework in a manner consistent with existing structure.
Shull et al. [118] presents an evaluation of the role that examples play in framework reuse. Their study compared two approaches to framework reading and eventual documentation, and example-based approach and a hierarchical-based approach. Their results suggested that examples are an effective learning strategy, especially for those beginning to learn a framework. They also identify potential problems with an example-based approach: finding the small pieces of required functionality in larger examples, inconsistent organization and structure of examples and lack of design choice rationale in example documentation. They also discuss the possibility that developers become too reliant on examples and do not understand the system at a sufficient level of detail to implement effectively from scratch when necessary.

Kirk et al. [75] conducted a research, through observation of both novice and experienced re-users, where they identified four fundamental problems of framework reuse:

- **Mapping** identifies the problem on translating an abstract, conceptual solution into a concrete implementation, which reuses the existing structures within the framework. Such problems were often expressed as “what should I use to represent…?” or “How do I express…?”
- **Understanding functionality** describes problems understanding what specific parts of the framework actually do. Manifestations of this problem included “How does … work?”, “Where … does happen?” or “Where is … defined/created/called?”
- **Understanding interactions** focuses on problems concerning the communication between classes in the framework (“What happen if …?” or “Where should I put …?”). Such problems are significant because of hidden or subtle dependencies within the framework that may cause failures to occur elsewhere as the result of a wrongly positioned modification.
- **Understanding the framework architecture** is the problem of making modifications without giving appropriate consideration to the high-level architectural qualities of the framework. Such alterations might have no short-term effects but ultimately lead to the framework losing its flexibility.

From these problems, the authors experimented applying two known solutions they deemed the most suited to address these issues: pattern languages and micro-architectures. Their results showed that the pattern language provided some support for mapping problems, particularly for those with no experience of the framework, by introducing key framework concepts and providing examples of framework use. However, it was clear that previous experience dominated the explicit use of the pattern language, as well as being an inhibitor to other forms of documentation as its immediacy often precludes consideration of alternative solutions.

Although the micro-architectures, used to help develop and understanding of the key interactions within the framework, seemed relatively ineffective, it is the authors’ belief that documentation of this kind is necessary to address these problems in particular.

**B. Tools to assist framework understanding**

As for program comprehension tools, the same line of thinking applies for framework understanding tools. Both subjects share the same problems and trends, yet some framework specific issues may be addressed when devising aids to framework learning and understanding.

The past and present research in the field focus on topics that range from uncovering design artifacts to representing processes and behaviors that might help using the framework. Mostly, the proposals converge to producing and enhancing existing documentation with adequate information that can be mined and represented using different formats (recipes, cookbooks), languages (patterns, beacons, idioms) and notations (textual, graphical, UML, formal languages, etc.). Next, a brief summary of these proposals is presented. The categorization used emerged from its most relevant technique, yet several use mixed approaches combining several techniques to optimize their results.

1) **Cookbooks**

Confronting the challenge of communicating how to use the Model-View-Controller framework in Smalltalk-80, Krasner and Pope [78] built an 18-page cookbook that explained the purpose, structure, and implementation of the MVC framework. This cookbook was designed to be read from beginning to end by programmers and could also be used as a reference but every recipe did not follow a consistent structure nor was it suitable for parsing by automatic tools.

The Framework EDitor / JavaFrames project [59] [60] [61] has developed a language for modelling design patterns and tools that act as smarter cookbooks, guiding programmers step-by-step to use a framework. With the 2.0 release of JavaFrames, many of these tools work within the Eclipse IDE. Their language allows expression of structural constraints and the tool can check conformance with the structural constraints. Code can be generated that conforms to the patterns definition, optionally including default implementations of method bodies. Specific patterns can be
related to general patterns; for example a specific use of the Observer pattern in a particular framework can be connected to a general definition of the Observer pattern.

2) Design Artifacts

Ralph Johnson seems to be the first to suggest documenting frameworks using patterns [70]. He notes that the typical user of framework documentation wants to use the framework to solve typical problems, but also that cookbooks do not help the most advanced users [71]. Patterns can be used both to describe a framework’s design as well as how it is commonly used. He argues that the framework documentation should describe the purpose of the framework, how to use the framework, and the detailed design of the framework. After presenting some graduate student with his initial set of patterns for HotDraw [20], he realized that a pattern isolated from examples is hard to comprehend.

Troelich et al.’s hooks [48] focus on documenting the way a framework is used, not the design of the framework. They are similar in intent to cookbook recipes but are more structured in their natural language. The elements listed are: name, requirement, type, area, uses, participants, changes, constraints, and comments. The instructions for framework users (the changes section) read a bit like pseudo code but are natural languages and do not appear to be parsable by tools.

Design patterns themselves can be decomposed into more primitive elements [106]. Pree calls these primitive elements metapatterns and catalogues several of them with example usage. He proposes a simple process for developing frameworks where identified points of variability are implemented with an appropriate metapattern, enabling the framework user to provide an appropriate implementation.

From the declarative metaprogramming group from Vrije University, Tourvé and Mens [141] [142] use Pree’s metapatterns to document framework hotspots and define transformations for each framework and design patterns. Framework instances (plug-ins) can be evolved (or created) by application of the transformations. The tool uses SOUL, a prolog-like logic language. The validation was done on the HotDraw framework by specifying the metapatterns, patterns and transformations needed. The validation uncovered design flaws in HotDraw, despite its widespread use, along with some false positives. The declarative metaprogramming approach to modeling framework hotspots appears to have significant up-front investment before payoff in order to provide its guarantees about correct use of the framework. It may additionally assume a higher level of accuracy or correctness in frameworks than will commonly be found in practice. The authors comment that their approach specifically avoids design patterns in favor of metapatterns because there could be many design patterns. While this makes their technique generally applicable and composable, it will be difficult to add pattern-specific semantics and behavior checking to their approach.

JFREEDOM [44] is a design recovery tool that discovers metapatterns in a framework or software system. It relies on Tourvé’s formal definition of metapatterns and uses JQuery, a logic inference-engine, to search the code for instances of these metapatterns. It then recommends possible GoF [49] design pattern instances based on its found metapatterns. Other design pattern recovery tools exist and a brief review of each one can be found in [44]. Design pattern recovery is, by itself, a research field where a community recently formed to combine efforts.

Bruch et al. [23] propose the use of data mining techniques to extract reuse patterns from existing framework instantiations. Based on these patterns, suggestions about other relevant parts of the framework are presented to novice users in a context-dependent manner. They built FrUIT, an Eclipse plug-in that implements the approach and, yet at an early stage, already presents several benefts: relying on expert-written framework instantiations, there is no need to create special artifacts such as documentation or code snippets; using data mining, significant reuse rules are extracted, only concerning how to use the framework; and the tool makes automatic context search relieving developers from searching for rules explicitly.

Fairbanks et al. [42] present a pattern language based on the notion of design fragment. A design fragment is a pattern that encodes a conventional solution to how a programmer interacts with a framework to accomplish a certain goal. It provides the programmer with a “smart flashlight” to help him/her understand the framework, illuminating only those parts of the framework he/she needs to understand for the task at hand. They use XML to express these patterns, so that automation tools are a step away. They have analyzed the 20 Java applets provided by Sun and came up with a catalogue of design fragments, which evaluated against other 36 applets from the internet proved that those design fragments were common and recurrent. Design fragments gives programmers immediate beneft through tool-based conformance and long-term beneft through expression of design intent.

Zdun and Avgeriou [151] propose to remedy the problem of modeling architectural patterns through identifying and representing a number of architectural primitives that can act as the participants in the solution that patterns convey. According to the authors, these “primitives” are the fundamental modeling elements in representing a pattern and also they are the smallest units that make sense at the architectural level of abstraction (e.g., specialized components, connectors, ports, interfaces). Their approach relies on the assumption that architectural patterns contain a number of architectural primitives that are recurring participants in several other patterns. They chose UML as the preferred notation to represent the primitives and pretend to formalize the definitions using OCL.

3) Notations and formal languages

A UML profile is a restricted set of UML markup along with new notations and semantics [46]. Fontoura et al. present the UML-L profile that provides UML stereotypes and tags for annotating UML diagrams to encode framework constraints. Methods and attributes in both framework and user code can be marked up with boxes (grey, white, half-and-half, and a diagonal slash) that indicate the method/attribute’s participation in superclass-defined template patterns. A grey-box indicates newly defined or
completely overridden superclass method. A white box indicate inherited and not redefined, a half-and-half indicates refined but call to super(), and a slashed box indicates an abstract superclass method.

The Fixed, Adapt-static, and Adapt-dyn tags annotate the framework and constrain how users can subclass. Template and Hook tags annotate framework and user code to document template methods. Stereotypes for Pree’s metapatterns (like unification and separation variants) are present, as are predefined tags for the GoF patterns. Recipes for framework use are present in a format very similar to that of design patterns but there is no explicit representation of the solution versus the framework. The recipe encodes a list of steps for programmer to perform.

The Framework Constraint Language (FCL) [65] applies the ideas from Richard Helms object oriented contracts [62] to frameworks. Much like Riehle’s role models [112], FCLs specify the interface between the framework and the user code such that the specification describes all legal uses of the framework. The researchers raise the metaphor of FCL as framework-specific typing rules and validate their approach by applying it to Microsoft Foundation Classes, historically one of the most widely used frameworks. The language has a number of built-in predicates and logical operators and is designed to operate on the parse tree of the user’s code.

C. Trends

Not as developed as program comprehension, framework understanding research still has room for expansion, and future work is needed to address existing open issues. It shares the same trends as program comprehension, yet it has its own issues. Reuse problems must be better addressed by documentation or tool support if frameworks are to be widely adopted. There are still significant and stimulant challenges:

1) Pattern languages.

While developing pattern languages for framework documentation, some issues have to be addressed such as identifying the expertise necessary to create effective pattern languages, how to identify the framework domain problems that should be the basis of patterns in the pattern language, how to best describe patterns, and what inter-pattern relationships should be included.

2) Widen context domain research.

There is a clear need to investigate the prevalence of framework understanding problems in industrial context frameworks. Industry and academia have to join efforts to ascertain the impact frameworks learning problems have in large-scale software development environments, so that adequate solution may be searched for.

3) Integrated environments.

With the advent of pluggable and extensible software development environments (like, Eclipse), tools for assisting on framework understanding tend to be integrated into these self-sustainable platforms, producing solutions that are multi-faceted and present different and varied approaches to accommodate different user needs. The combination and personalization of these tools, offer flexibility to adjust the environments to the specific needs of particular users in particular tasks.

IV. COLLABORATIVE SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENTS

Software projects usually involve a team or multiple teams that have to work together. For some time now, there has been a concern on how to coordinate these teams of developers to be able to efficiently work together. Research areas such as Groupware and Computer-Supported Collaborative Work rose to address collaboration supported by software. The Collaborative Software Engineering domain deals with collaboration within the software development process. The next sections address these research areas in further detail.

A. Groupware and CSCW

Many credit Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz for coining the term “groupware” in 1978. They defined it as: “intentional group processes plus software to support them”. This definition, however, was not widely accepted as it has narrowed the scope of group work to a set of processes.

Another attempt to provide a definition came from Johansen [69]: “Groupware... a generic term for specialized computer aids that are designed for the use of collaborative work groups. Typically, these groups are small project-oriented teams that have important task and tight deadlines. Groupware can involve software hardware, services, and/or group process support”. This definition also didn’t take, as it would exclude categories of products that were not designed specifically for supporting work groups, like email or shared databases. Besides that, it also focuses on small teams, which is also restrictive.

To broaden the scope, Ellis et al. [39] proposed to define groupware as: “computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that provide an interface to a shared environment”. Although less restrictive, this definition was considered too broad. Despite excluding multi-user systems (such as time-sharing systems where users don’t share the same goal), it would include shared database systems. Many argue that these systems cannot be considered groupware because they provide the illusion that every user has independent access, alas, they are not “group-aware.”

In general, as Grudin points out in [57] groupware means different things to different people. According to Nunamaker et al. [100], groupware is defined as “any technology specifically used to make a group more productive”. Coleman states [28], “Groupware is an umbrella term for the technologies that support person-to-person collaboration; groupware can be anything from email to electronic meeting systems to workflow”. These definitions although quite broad capture almost all the products and projects that are identified as groupware.

The common denominator in all the above definitions is the notion of group work. Groupware is designed to support teams of people working together. As such, groupware provides a new focus in software technology from human – computer to human – human interaction. Human interactions have three key elements: communication, collaboration and
coordination. The goal of groupware is to assist groups in communicating, in collaborating and in coordinating their activities [39], and has been focusing on these issues for years.

The fact that most groupware tools failed to be widely adopted made clear the need for a better understanding of how groups of people work together. A new research area emerged called: “Computer-Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)”.

Iren Greif of MIT and Paul Cashman of Digital Equipment Corporation, who organized a workshop in 1984 for people interested in how groups work, coined the term CSCW. Since then, this new field attracted a lot of interest. Amongst the various definitions, Wilson’s seems to have captured the scope of CSCW [148]: “CSCW is a generic term, which combines the understanding of the way people work in groups with the enabling technologies of computer networking, and associated hardware, software, services and techniques.” Greenberg [54] adds: “CSCW is the scientific discipline that motivates and validates groupware design. It is the study and theory of how people work together, and how computer and related technologies affect group behavior.”

CSCW collects researchers from a variety of specializations – computer science, cognitive science, psychology, sociology, anthropology, ethnography, management, and information systems – each contributing a different perspective and methodology for acquiring knowledge of groups and for suggesting how the group’s work could be supported.

CSCW led to a better understanding of groups and made clear that group relationships are not based only on communication, collaboration and co-ordination. As pointed out by Kling [77]: “In practice, many working relationships can be multivalent with and mix elements of co-operation, conflict, conviviality, competition, collaboration, commitment, caution, control, coercion, co-ordination and combat.”

CSCW researchers that design and build systems try to address core concepts in novel ways. These concepts have largely been derived through the analysis of systems designed by researchers in the CSCW community, or through studies of existing systems and the most addressed are:

- **Awareness.** Individuals working together need to be able to gain some level of shared knowledge about each other's activities [33].
- **Articulation work.** Cooperating individuals must somehow be able to partition work into units, divide it amongst themselves and, after the work is performed, reintegrate it [126].
- ** Appropriation (or tailorability).** How an individual or group adapts a technology to their own particular situation; the technology may appropriate in a manner completely unintended by the designers [34].

However, the complexity of the domain makes it difficult to produce conclusive results. The success of CSCW systems is often so contingent on the peculiarities of the social context that it is hard to generalize. Consequently, CSCW systems that are based on the design of successful ones may fail to be appropriated in other seemingly similar contexts for a variety of reasons that are nearly impossible to identify a priori [56].

In [2], Ackerman describe CSCW’s main intellectual contribution has the effort to close the social-technical gap between what we know we must support socially and what we can support technically. He states that systems lack nuance, flexibility and ambiguity, clearly properties inherent to Human activity. Therefore, the social aspects must be taken into account when designing systems for these to be increasingly effective.

In [109], Weber et al. contributed with a taxonomy that defines and describes criteria for identifying CSCW systems and serves as a basis for defining CSCW system requirements. The criteria are divided into three major groups:

- **Application.** From an application viewpoint, certain tasks are generically present in many scenarios, from general-purpose tasks such as brainstorming, note taking and shared agenda features to more dedicated domains where there is the need for tailored tools. To the user, a CSCW system appears complete only when specialized and generic tools are integrated.
- **Functional.** A CSCW system relates functional features with the social aspects of teamwork. Each functionality has an impact on the work behavior and efficiency of the entire group using the system. Issues such as interaction, coordination, distribution, user-specific reactions, visualization and data hiding must be taken into consideration. However, the psychological, social, and cultural processes active within groups of collaborators are the real keys to the acceptance and success of CSCW Systems.
- **Technical.** This criteria comprises hardware, software and network support. It divides the architecture of a CSCW system into four classes of classes or features: (1) input, (2) output, (3) application, and (4) data. Each can be centralized or replicated.

---

**Figure 3 - Groupware Matrix (extracted from [69][10])**
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For all of these groups, concerns such as flexibility, transparency, collaboration and sharing are addressed and guidelines for supporting them are presented.

Another approach to conceptualizing groupware and a CSCW system, states that its context can be considered along two dimensions: first, whether collaboration is co-located or geographically distributed, and second, whether individuals collaborate synchronously (same time) or asynchronously (not depending on others to be around at the same time). This approach can be seen in Figure 3 and was first introduced by Johansen [69] in 1988, also appearing in [10].

As the research continues, both groupware and CSCW fields still face challenges. The current trends evolve mostly in the following directions:
1) Mobile technologies.
   With the emergence of new mobile technologies and the increasing connectivity users enjoy, the importance of having light, easy-to-use and accessible groupware features is growing.
2) Web 2.0.
   With the advent of concepts of the so-called second-generation web or “Web 2.0”, collaboration and contextual-connectivity become even more present in our day-to-day activities. From blogs to wikis, social software is booming and its capabilities should be harnessed to improve group work.
3) Strong commercial interest.
   Major commercial competitors such as Microsoft, Google, IBM, amongst others, are releasing solutions into the market at an increasing rate. This must come as an incentive to continue researching into these ever-increasing fields of interest.
4) Delocalization of groups.
   Teams and groups are becoming more and more delocalized. Work stops at one side of the planet and starts contiguously on the other side. Communication and synchronisation become critical for a adequate and effective flow of work.

B. Collaborative Software Engineering

Software engineering projects are inherently cooperative, requiring many software engineers to coordinate their efforts to produce a large software system [146]. As such, this effort encompasses the development of a shared understanding surrounding multiple artefacts, each embodying its own model, over the entire development process. Figure 4 depicts that effective communication and awareness are crossing concerns across, not only the phases of software development but its models, process and infrastructure.

Collaboration techniques in software engineering have evolved to address our limitations: humans are slow and error-prone, especially when working at high-levels of abstraction; our natural language is expressive but ambiguous; our memory skips the details of large projects and we can’t keep track of what everyone is doing.

Software engineering collaboration has multiple goals spanning the entire lifecycle of development:

a) Establish the scope and capabilities of a project.
   Engineers must work with the users and stakeholders of a software project to describe what it should do at both a high level, and at the level of detailed requirements. How this collaboration takes place can have profound impact on a project, ranging from the up-front negotiation of the waterfall model, to the iterative style of evolutionary prototyping [90].

b) Converge towards a final architecture and design.
   System architects and designers must negotiate, create alliances, and engage domain experts to ensure convergence on a single system architecture and design [55].

c) Manage dependencies among activities, artefacts, and organizations.
   This encompasses a wide range of collaborative activities, including typical management of subdividing work into tasks, ordering them, monitoring, assessing, and controlling the plan of activities [85].

d) Reduce dependencies amongst engineers.
   An important mechanism for managing dependencies is to reduce them where possible, thereby reducing the need for collaboration. Defining per-developer workspaces helps reducing dependencies in development time.

e) Identify, record and resolve errors.
   Errors and ambiguities exist in all software artefacts, and many approaches have been developed to find and record them. Collaborative techniques such as inspections, reviews, beta testing and bug tracking assist on mitigating these problems and tracking the quality of the software.

f) Record organizational memory.
   In any long running collaborative project, people may join and leave. Part of the work of collaboration is recording what people know, so that project participants can learn this knowledge now, and in the future [3]. SCM change logs are one form of organizational memory in software projects, as are project repositories of documentation. Process models also record organizational memory, describing best practices for how to develop software.
Collaboration in software engineering can be unstructured, where occasional and sporadic informal conversations occur concerning a piece of software anywhere in the project’s lifecycle. It can also be structured, where the focus goes to various formal and semi-formal artefacts (requirement specifications, architecture diagrams, UML diagrams, source-code, bug reports, etc.) Software engineering collaboration can thus be understood as artefact-based, or model-based collaboration, where the focus of activity is on the production of new models, the creation of shared meaning around the models, and elimination of error and ambiguity within the models. Without the structure and semantics provided by the model, it would be more difficult to recognize differences in understanding among collaborators.

This focus on model-oriented collaboration embedded within a larger process is what distinguishes collaboration research in software engineering from broader collaboration research, which tends to address artefact-neutral coordination technologies and toolkits.

Software engineers have developed a wide range of model-oriented technologies to support collaborative work on their projects. These technologies span the entire lifecycle, including collaborative requirements tools [16][136], collaborative UML diagram creation, software configuration management systems and bug tracking systems [137].

Process modelling and enactment systems have been created to help manage the entire lifecycle, supporting managers and developers in assignment of work, monitoring current progress, and improving processes [17] [81]. In the commercial sphere, there are many examples of project management software, including Microsoft Project [92] and Rational Method Composer [108]. Several efforts have created standard interfaces or repositories for software project artefacts, including WebDAV/DeltaV [35][147] and PCTE [144]. Web-based integrated development environments serve to integrate a range of model-based (SCM, bug tracking systems) and unstructured (discussion list, web pages) collaboration technologies.

1) Tools, environments and infrastructure

Tool support developed specifically for collaboration in software engineering falls into four broad categories:

a) Model-based collaboration tools.

Software engineering involves the creation of multiple artifacts. These range from the end product and the source code to all the models, diagrams and specifications that cover all the phases of the software development process. Each artifact has its own semantics, with a variable degree of formality, and creating them is an inherently collaborative activity. Systems designed to support the collaborative creation and editing of specific artifacts are really supporting the creation of specific models, and hence support the model-based collaboration. Collaboration tools exist to support the creation of every kind of model found in typical software engineering practice.

b) Process centred collaboration.

A software process model structures steps, roles and artifacts to create during software development. Typically, engineers reduce the amount of overhead coordination to initiate the project, tackling more quickly with the project at hand, rather than negotiating the entire project structure. Overtime, as experience grows, the net effect is to reduce the amount of coordination work required within a project by regularizing points of collaboration, as well as to increase predictability of future activity. Process centered software development environments have facilities for writing software process models in a process modeling language, then executing these models in the context of the environment. For example, the environment can manage the assignment of tasks to engineers, monitor their completion, and automatically invoke appropriate tools. Some examples of such systems are Arcadia [72], Oz [12], Marvel [13], ConversationBuilder [73], and Endeavours [17].

c) Collaboration awareness.

Software engineering is a human-driven and human-intensive activity. Most medium- to large-scale projects involve multiple software developers that may or may not be co-located. In recent years, there has been much work in developing collaborative development environments that provide support for coordination and communication during software development [66]. A key issue in any collaborative awareness, or “knowing what is going on” [40]. More precisely, awareness is “an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for [one’s] own activity” [33]. Awareness encompasses knowing who else is working on the project, what they are doing, which artifacts they are or were manipulating, and how their work may impact other work. In distributed collaborative work, maintaining awareness is considerably more difficult. Research areas ranging from software visualization to reverse engineering have been developing tools and techniques to provide awareness during software development. Seesoft [37], Palantir [116], Lighthouse [122] and Jazz [66] are but a few. A more extensive survey and comparison study can be found at [134].

d) Collaboration infrastructure.

Various infrastructure technologies make it possible for engineers to work collaboratively. Software tool integration technologies make it possible for software tools to coordinate their work. Major forms of tool integration include data integration (ensuring that tools can exchange data), control integration (ensuring that tools are aware of activities of other tools and can take action based on that knowledge). For example, nowadays, most IDEs know when a source-file is saved after editing and store it on a central repository (data integration) or SCM, then automatically call the proper compiler (control integration). Tools like Eclipse, Visual Studio, Marvel and WebDAV already implement these behaviors. Whether through calling other external tools based on the context of the task or coordinating between integrated tools, these environments already bring a sustainable collaboration between engineers and their development tasks.

2) Trends and future research directions
There are still several areas to be addressed for improving collaboration in software engineering, which may reveal the future trends on this domain of expertise.

a) Integrating web and desktop environments.

The migration of development tools to the web is increasing, now that the user interface is becoming more sophisticated (thanks to AJAX and its overall adoption) and the processing power of browsers is higher. UML and source code editing are no longer relegated only to desktop applications, whereas in the past, the web could not support such features. Despite this trend, there is a longstanding practice surrounding the use of integrated development environments (Visual Studio, Eclipse, JBuilder, etc.), which are not going to be displaced by completely web-based environments. Instead, future projects are likely to adopt a mixture of web-based and desktop tools, for which interfacing open standards between the desktop IDE’s and the web-based services should be created. Although not an easy task, these open standards would allow a more seamless interaction with the complex information a software project creates.

b) Broader participation in design.

Currently, software customers are engaged in the development process during requirements elicitation, but then become not so engaged for the requirements analysis, design and coding phases, only to reconnect again for the final phase of testing. Broadened participation by customers in the requirements analysis, design, coding and early testing phases would keep them engaged during these middle stages, allowing a more actively assurance that their direct needs are met. By increasing the participation of the direct end users, software engineers can reduce the risk that the final product does not meet the needs of customer organizations. Surely, a balance between completely open-sourced projects and a fine-grained proprietary closed-source model available for the customer to refine has to be made. Nevertheless, a participatory development model would allow customers a better tailoring of the software to their needs. The trend toward providing support for distributed development teams in a wide range of development tools makes a broader engagement possible. Open source SCM tools like Subversion, as well as web-based requirements tools and problem tracking tools make it possible to coordinate globally distributed teams.

c) Capturing rationale argumentation.

One of the strongest design criteria used in software engineering is design for change, which inherently involves making predictions about the future. As a result, the design process is not just and engineer making rational decisions from a set of facts, but instead is a predictive process in which multiple engineers argue over current facts and future potentials. Architecture and design are argumentative processes in which engineers resolve differences of prediction and interpretation to develop models of a software system’s structure. Since only one vision will prevail, the process of architecture and design is simultaneously cooperative and competitive. Providing collaborative tools to support engineers in the recording and visualization of architecture and design argumentation structures would do a better job of capturing the nuances and tradeoffs involved in creating large systems. They would also better convey the assumptions that went into a particular decision, making it easier for succeeding engineers to know when they can safely change a system’s design.

d) Using novel communication and presence technologies.

Software engineers have a long track record of integrating new communication technologies into their development processes. Email, instant messaging and web-based applications are very commonly used in today’s projects to coordinate work and be aware of whether other developers are currently active (present). As a result, engineers would be expected to adopt emerging communication and presence technologies if they offer advantages over current tools. For instance, networked collaborative 3d game worlds are such an emerging technology that spawned “software immersion environments”. Second Life is an example of using such a 3D world to develop software, as their team uses its own platform to do so. There is a range of research issues inherent to the use of 3D virtual environments as a collaboration infrastructure, for example, how to synchronize physical and virtual worlds. Ultimately, the utility of adopting a 3D virtual world needs careful examination, as the benefits of the technology need to clearly exceed the costs. It is currently very unclear that this is true.

e) Improved assessment of collaboration technology.

Assessing the impact of the introduction of new technology into a project is difficult, and usually subjective. Estimation in software development is a difficult task, which hinders the objective assessment of collaboration technology. Without the uncovering of the pros and cons of specific collaboration tools, forward progress in the field of software collaboration support tools is hard to measure. There is a lack of studies how already introduced tools (instant messaging, Internet-aware SCM tools, email, bug tracking systems, etc.) that quantify the benefits received from using these collaboration tools. Developing improved methods for assessing the impact of collaboration tools would boost research in these areas by increasing confidence in positive results, and making it easier to convince teams to adopt new technologies.

V. OPEN ISSUES

Program Comprehension deals with understanding programs and software artefacts. Framework Understanding focuses on a specific kind of software artefact: a framework. This understanding is often made resorting only to information on the artefact itself and accompanying documentation. More and more, software is developed collaboratively. Can this “collaboration” help in framework understanding?

From the state-of-the-art review, a number of open research issues arise. An insight of the most relevant ones follows, as a means to focus the reader to the intended scope:

a) Frameworks are often hard to understand and use.
The difficulty of understanding frameworks is a serious inhibitor of effective framework reuse. This is mainly due to framework designs being usually very complex, and thus hard to communicate. The framework design is: (1) very abstract, to factor out commonality; (2) incomplete, requiring additional classes to create a working application; (3) more flexible than needed by the application at hand; (4) obscure, in the sense that it usually hides existing dependencies and interactions between classes. The learning curve becomes steep, requiring a considerable amount of effort to understand and learn how to use a framework.

b) Framework documentation is often outdated and inaccurate.

Good documentation significantly improves the process of learning and understanding new frameworks. By guiding users on the customization process and by explicitly showing the framework design principles and details, effective documentation contributes to make frameworks easy to reuse. Despite these reasons, framework documentation is still regarded as of low importance within the framework development process. Most commonly during maintenance or evolution phases, documentation is used to assist on these tasks but its update is often discarded or neglected. Moreover, it is still hard, costly and tiresome to define and write good quality documentation for a framework. Good documentation should be easy to use, support different audiences and provides multiple views through different types of documents and notations. The difficulty of producing contents for these requirements may hinder its applicability and demotes its importance within the development process.

c) Programmers (both experts and novices) recurrently tackle with understanding problems.

Every time a software developer needs to re-use a piece of code, whether it’s a snippet, class, library or framework, she goes over the entire cognitive process of analyzing, understanding and capturing the relevant information she needs. Depending on the purpose of the task at hand (learning, teaching, communicating, using), the format (quality, clarity, structure, abstraction level, etc.) of the code, and the experience of the programmer (expert or novice) the understanding process may go through various approaches (top-down, bottom-up, etc.), not always leading to the desired outcome in a straight forward manner. Choosing the adequate understanding process should not be difficult, and changing from one to another should be feasible without much overhead.

d) The process of understanding a framework is not properly dealt with.

The palette of tools available to the framework learner scarcely deals with specific aspects of framework understanding. Without questioning its local and highly focused solutions, each tool aids in a specific aspect, whether capturing high-level design artifacts, browsing the code for hot-spots, or helping on producing sustainable output formats. Alas, the framework user has to navigate through a plethora of tools trying to figure out where the relevant information might be.

e) Different tools provide sparse results with variable quality.

By itself, each tool has its own problems and limitations, thus producing quality-questionable results. For instance, many of the problems design recovery (reverse engineering) tools have, tend to converge to selection of results (elimination of false positives) and semantic overlapping (same result can have several meanings). With such discrepancy amongst results, it becomes difficult to ascertain tool efficiency and compare results regarding precision and recall.

f) Collective knowledge of the development team is often not harnessed at its best.

Software development is a highly social process. It has been perceived that, when trying to understand a piece of code, developers turn first to the code itself and, when that fails, to their social network, that is, the team. This behavior, not only happens during code understanding, but also throughout the whole understanding process. Nevertheless, it is not easy to go for the team. Firstly, it is not clear who to address for clarification, for there is a lack of awareness of what other members of the team are doing or how do they relate to the work done. Secondly, the fields of expertise are not clear or stated, leading to wasteful interruptions of the wrong people. Thirdly and most often, the team or the experts are not available for consulting or rebuke their fellow colleagues due to interruption. Interrupted developers lose track of parts of their mental model, resulting in laborious reconstruction or bugs and discouraging more frequent interruptions.

g) Implicit developers’ knowledge is not captured and shared as effectively as it could be if well supported.

Developers go to great lengths to create and maintain rich mental models of design and code that are rarely permanently recorded. Very often, developers, without referencing written material, can talk in detail about their product’s architecture, how the architecture is implemented, who owns what parts, the history of the code, to-dos, wish-lists, and meta-information about the code. For the most part this knowledge is never written down, except in transient forms such as sketches on a whiteboard. The bottom-line problem here is that “Lots of [useful] information is kept in peoples’ heads” [80].

VI. KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS

From the open issues presented before, a few research questions revolve around a major question that is considered central to this research work:

1) How to improve framework understanding?

a) What kind of information do developers try to capture first? What makes them decide?

b) What are the actual goals of the framework learner?
c) Are there any typical and repeated behaviours developers apply when trying to learn how to use a framework?

d) How can tools assist the learning process?

e) What kind of information is presented to framework learners that they mostly look for? What do they look for that isn’t there?

f) What is missing from existing development environments to assist on framework understanding?

In this paper, the authors address mainly questions d) and f), and believe that to improve framework understanding, tools should be collaborative and specific knowledge should be captured and presented to the developers. The next section will address how they intend to pursue that.

VII. IMPROVING THROUGH COLLABORATION

Teams collaborate to develop software. But not all of the relevant knowledge is recorded for later use. Developers tackle recurrently with understanding and learning issues, especially if teams rotate their members often. Team members take tacit knowledge with them that decays with time and that proves useful later on that. Knowledge, if permanent and available, could save time when dealing again with the system. What if that knowledge could be shared with other developers, novice or expert? The idea is to make that knowledge available within the development environment. Therefore, (re) learning about the system (frameworks, in this case) should benefit from knowing how its was learnt in the first place.

A. Supporting the learning process

Learning how to use a framework is not a trivial task. The learner is usually engaged in a process composed of a series of activities. This process has best practices that can be followed to improve its outcome. These practices could be actively applied and improved having tools to support them. These three levels are detailed next and depicted in Figure 6.

1) Process

In this particular domain, there is range of activities that may characterize the developer’s behavior while trying to understand a framework. These activities may fall into three categories:

a) Code

Figure 6 - Framework learning environment

Figure 5 - Learning environment support levels

“Where is all that we need to know”(?) The problem is that what we need to know is not explicitly in front of us. Furthermore, frameworks make it particularly difficult to find what we need to know. As an example, recovering design knowledge implicit in the code is a recurring practice to help clarify the framework’s structure and purpose. The questions reside on what kind of design artifacts, to what kind of audience, and how to store and present the results so that they are useful.

b) Documentation.

When the developer wants to learn how to use a framework (or any reusable software artifact, for that matter), she goes for the documentation, if it exists. But, is there always documentation? And is that documentation clear, well suited and complete? Does it have all the answers? There are known ways of producing good documentation for frameworks [6][7][8]. The issue is nurturing the developers to easily produce and access that documentation, even during the learning process.

c) Social network.

When all else fails, the developer loses her self-sufficiency as a learner and resorts to her “contacts”, that is, strong candidates to bear knowledge that might help her. Call it team, peers, social network, buddies or any other term, there is knowledge that one can’t find anywhere else but on people’s minds. It is called intrinsic knowledge. Getting this knowledge is intrusive. There should be ways of harnessing this knowledge without such intrusiveness.

Putting it short, a framework learner looks at the code, reads the documentation, visualizes information and asks her colleagues for help, as going through a learning process of understanding how to use the framework. Figure 5 (extracted from [5]) depicts this scenario.

2) Best Practices

Associated with the learning process, there is a series of good practices on how to deal with each stage of the learning process. These are presented in [45]. A learning environment should support and nurture these practices.

3) Supporting Tools

Depending on several factors (learner’s experience, existing artifacts, learning goal, etc.) the learning process to undertake may resort to different practices and paths. What works for some, might not work for others, and may even vary between frameworks. Novices and experts will take different paths.

Yet, in a truly collaborative environment, where, at first, there is no distinction between who is expert and who is
novice, sharing experiences and advising the global community proves useful [135]. The importance given to an advice or counsel is measured by its actual applicability. You became experienced and expert by giving valid and helpful feedback into the community.

By supporting this sharing of knowledge, the learners may benefit from their collective intelligence, thus improving their own learning processes. Therefore, the supporting tools should be prepared to capture this knowledge, share it and assist other learners in their tasks.

**B. Tool requirements**

Teams turn into communities mainly due to high member rotation, high project preemption and the widely spread of frameworks. The strength of this community relies mainly on its ability to withhold valuable knowledge, filtering out what its not important. The issue is providing an effective infrastructure to share this information amongst its members without too much effort and to allow a “natural” selection of what is actually valuable.

Providing such an environment would have the following requirements:

a) **Seamless integration into a IDE.**

Tools and features to support the learning process should be available within the development environment as a means to enforce usage, without disrupting the normal way a developer works. When presented with possible solutions, it should be straightforward how to proceed within the IDE to apply those solutions.

b) **Non-intrusive / non-interruptive.**

Ideally, capturing the developer’s intrinsic knowledge should be implicit. That is, the developer should not be asked to explicitly provide any information regarding that knowledge to the system. In practice, a satisfactory solution would be to notify the system we are trying to learn how to do some task and signal reaching that goal. Bottom-line, it should be as non-intrusive as possible.

c) **Context-aware.**

The tools should be aware of the context where the developer is learning and provide information that makes sense within that context.

d) **Web-aware.**

Not only should the environment seek knowledge within its own boundaries (its knowledge-base), it should also be prepared to go to the web in a contextual manner.

e) **Descriptive, not prescriptive.**

The system should not tell the developer how to proceed, but instead should give possible directions on how to solve the task at hand.

f) **Shared knowledge-base.**

The environment should store and share all the relevant knowledge that helps the framework learning process. Not only the documentation artifacts and source-code, but the captured knowledge that helps guiding the developer throughout the process.

g) **Learning Path**

Different developers learn in different ways. The environment should be able to deal with the learning profile of its users, considering aspects such as visualization of information and easy personalization of contents.

The learning process would be supported relying on a four-step cycle shown in Figure 7. The purpose would be to capture the learning steps taken by the learner. Whether she looks at the code first, goes for documentation, explores certain artifacts, and recovers others, until she reaches a satisfying conclusion. This path would then be recorded, stored and shared. “Sharing” means that other learners may reuse it or get assistance through it to guide them on their own learning path. If the shared knowledge really helped them, then they should rank it or improve it. As the collected knowledge keeps improving (through sharing, usage and ranking), the best learning strategies will be recommended to recurrent learners and thus improving their learning process.

Candidate existing environments are Eclipse, Jazz Team Concert and Visual Studio due to their extensible nature and pluggable architecture. These environments have a notion of context or process-awareness, yet they miss the learning context. The idea would be to insert the notion of a learning process and provide tools to assist in that process, supporting the steps depicted in Figure 7. The tools should be built as plug-ins to the collaborative environment, introducing a learning context and accompanying the learner throughout the process.

**VIII. Conclusion**

Frameworks are good software artifacts for reuse. Nevertheless they are complex, thus hard to learn. Most of the tools that may help in this task don’t encompass the social nature of software development. In distress, learners tend to look for help at their colleagues, often disrupting their work. Supporting the social side of software development by raising awareness and capturing intrinsic knowledge helps improving the learning of software, namely, frameworks.

A set of requirements for tools to harness framework learning knowledge and assisting in the process of learning should: allow for seamless integration into an IDE; be non intrusive or interruptive; be context and web aware; be
descriptive instead of prescriptive; share a common knowledge base of evolving learning knowledge and capture the learning path taken by developers.

Providing a collaborative environment where learning knowledge can be captured, shared, ranked and recommended to recurrent learners, both expert and novice, in a non-intrusive way, aims at improving framework understanding.
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